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Abstract: 

Theatre work with non-professional performers, especially young people on stage, has a long 

and mulHfaceted history in Germany under the umbrella term Theatre Pedagogy. Since the 

1990s, in the course of the so-called "aestheHc turn", this work has increasingly been viewed 

and pracHced from an aestheHc perspecHve as a Theatre Pedagogy that no longer sees itself 

merely as an arHsHc aid to social goals, but rather seeks to grasp and represent its 

significance as an art pracHce itself. In my double funcHon as an arHst within the queer 

feminist performance group CHICKS*, which repeatedly collaborates with young creators, 

and as a theatre scholar with a special interest in linking theatre studies and Theatre 

Pedagogy with gender studies and queer theory, my research focus is parHcularly on how an 

aestheHc pracHce of Theatre Pedagogy can quesHon and newly develop tradiHons of theatre 

and educaHon as well as insHtuHonal and social power structures. 

Based on my work with CHICKS* freies performancekollekHv over the last years and recent 

research setups with students of the University of Hildesheim this paper raises the quesHon 

of what a queer feminist, gender sensiHve work can mean in the context of Theater 

Pedagogy beyond trendy themes, and what fundamental quesHons can be developed from 

such a model for contemporary theatre and performance work with young people as co-

creators.  

CHICKS* see themselves as a network of (young) experts and arHsts from various disciplines. 

They quesHon social images of gender, sexuality and power. The network is the basis and the 

goal to perceive and bring together different experHse of all parHcipants, to make 

contradicHons producHve, to share and create new knowledge, to give support and to share 

responsibility. Since the foundaHon of CHICKS*, young creators have been an integral part of 

this network, deciding on their share within the rehearsals and in the development of the 

group, shaping their own role within the group. In the work of CHICKS*, queer feminist 



means asking quesHons together in a self-determined, interdisciplinary, criHcal and individual 

way, represenHng and creaHng new images (of gender) and (safer) spaces and inviHng us to 

debate. For CHICKS* in the context of Theater Pedagogy, queer feminist means an open, 

criHcal, polyphonic examinaHon of sexuality, desire, gender roles and social normaHves and, 

to the same extent, the recurrent collecHve reflecHon and quesHoning of educaHonal 

concepts, forms of presentaHon and staging strategies, work structures and processes. 

In my recent seminar and research-exercise, I also worked with students at the University of 

Hildesheim to explore how gender theory and gender performance can be communicated 

and negoHated in theater pedagogical frameworks. How can gender be understood 

aestheHcally as a performaHve act and as a structural category, and how can it be explored in 

theater pedagogical exercises? How can theory be experienced and can spaces for agency be 

opened up? How can power relaHons be reflected in theater pedagogical work? (And - 

unintenHonally - how to do this under current COVID condiHons?)	

In my paper, I would like to share some experiences and reflecHons from these two fields of 

work of mine in the quesHoning of the structural aestheHc condiHons of Doing Gender as  

Aesthe9c Prac9ce in collaboraHon with young co-creators.


